99 grand am fuel pump

Is it possible that your fuel filter is so clogged up that your car wont start. My car is stalled up
on Konosha Pass in Colorado. All of a sudden it just lost all power. It had done this before but
we have been able to start it back up right away. It turns over but it will not start. As of this time
we have no access to our vehicle so I can not try and start it. I am just curious if a fuel filter can
be clogged up enough to prevent your car from starting.? It is possible, but unlikely. Chances
are it is fuel pump. There is a fitting on the manifold that you can put a pressure gauge on to
check. I think you should get car towed to home and start there. Yes I would change filter first
since this is a hell of a lot cheaper than new fuel pump. If it's the punp you'll have to drop fuel
tank since it is inside the tank. Trending News. Tiger Woods injured in one-car rollover accident.
Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball duo boycott country over bikini ban.
Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Judd makes hour trek home after
shattering leg. Update: Note: we have never changed the fuel filter and we have had the car for
almost 4 years. Update 2: my brother in law had the same thing happen to him and he replaced
the filter and everything was fine.?? Answer Save. JimL Lv 6. A nose in need Needs Puffs Plus
Indeed. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still have
questions? Get your answers by asking now. I was drving the car and needed gas, so I stopped
and filled my gas tank full. After I filled my tank I went to start the car and it would not start. I
messed around with it for about 20 mins and finally got it started again. So I continued to drive
the car and after about 15 miles and with no warning the car just randomly dies again. Before
this happened that day I almost always had to tap the gas peddle to give it some gas when
starting the car. Just wondering if this would be a bad fuel pump or something else? When You
turn key on do You hear the Elec. Fuel Pump running for a couple of Seconds? Listen at gas fill
cap,with someone. You will see the Fuel Rail on top of Eng. This doesn't sound like a fuel pump
to me, if the fuel pump is completely broken the will never start and if the pump isn't working
properly the car would start and idle but it would accelerate badly and would have low power. In
any event, if it is a fuel problem it is more likely the fuel filter than the fuel pump. It has a great
stereo, and the engine grants a pretty combination of gas economic device from primary octane
gas with off-the-line means. Handles very tight with very thick sway bars and variable means
help guidance, and that i've got discovered my '02 to be particularly stable. Trending News.
Lovato's doc will set record straight about overdose. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex
assault in Paris. Charge dropped against Black teen who was walking home. Britney Spears
defended by former child star. Search for missing soldier continues 7 months on. Answer Save.
How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still have questions?
Get your answers by asking now. The Pontiac Grand Am is a mid-size size and later compact
car produced by Pontiac. The generation is the final generation of the Pontiac Grand Am. With
the aid of an assistant, support the fuel tank 1 and disconnect the 2 fuel tank retaining straps.
Disconnect the wiring harness from the modular fuel sender assembly and the fuel tank
pressure sensor. Disconnect the EVAP pipe and the fuel pipe from the modular fuel sender and
the fill limiter vent valve. Check fuses, filters, lines and relay as well. Hope this helps, good luck.
Around the top of the pump, there is a metal ring locking it. Michael Kutsenkow. The most
common cause of pump failure is operator negligence in not changing the fuel filter every year.
The fuel filters get plugged up due to the ethanol in gasoline causing filter material to crumble
and plug up the filter. The pump cannot pump anything and burns up. The other cause of pump
failure is the brushes wear down after many rotations or hours of use. The brushes no longer
make contact with the commutator to send electricity to power the rotor and the pump motor
stops turning. Sometimes bumping the fuel tank may cause the brushes to make contact and
briefly power up the motor. I have replaced the fuel pump but don't hear it running and no start.
Fuse 48 is good and relay 18 sounds like it is switching okay? I have a 05 grand am 3. Checked
to see if fuel was getting through the filter it was, then I noticed there was no pressure in the
line. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Ray Rep: 49 2 1. View the answer I have this problem
too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 4. The
All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. The pump is in the tank,
so a bit of a PITA to do it. Essential steps are like this: " Drain the fuel tank. Relieve the fuel
system pressure. Raise and support the vehicle. Disconnect the quick-connect fitting at the fuel
filter. Disconnect the quick connect fittings at the end of the fuel lines. Remove the rubber
exhaust hangers. Allow the exhaust system to rest on the rear axle. Remove the exhaust heat
shield. Loosen the fuel filler hose clamp at the fuel tank. Disconnect the electrical harness from
the multi-way rear body connector and fuel strap. Lower the fuel tank. Remove the fuel sender
assembly from the tank. Was this answer helpful? Score 6. I access it from my rear seat!
Disconnect those. Slide the locking disk out, and remove the fuel sending unit! Hope this helps!
Sorry Pop but unless you cut one there is no access hatch on this car. Michael Kutsenkow Rep:
1. Score 0. Add your answer Ray will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. The Pontiac Grand

Am is a mid-size size and later compact car produced by Pontiac. The generation is the final
generation of the Pontiac Grand Am. A leaking fuel line will starve the engine to the point of
quiting. Hello I am working on a grand am Pontiac v6 engine the car just stopped on her so I
came out and gave the car a jump it started and stalled again the finally got it to start and drove
it home for the young lady then tried to start it back up and its nothing light on the dash and a
click noise. I have something similar but I'm getting spark and fuel but doesn't sound like the
injectors are pushing fuel relays are working spray fuel in the throttle body it starts but shuts
right down. Show 1 more comment. Chris Green chrisgreen. Check in the engine compartment
fuse box, it should be near the battery under the hood. The cover should be pretty easy to
remove. The fuel pump should be connected through a fuse in slot If that fuse looks good , then
you may want to check the fuel pump relay also inside the engine compartment fuse box. The
fuel pump relay is 18 in the fuse box. Start with the car off, and have somebody else put the key
in the cars ignition and attempt to start the car while you listen to the relay. If you can hear this
relay make a "clicking" noise as the car attempts to start, then it is working properly. If this
doesn't solve the problem, make sure that the engine is actually turning when you attempt to
start it. If you can hear the starter motor turning but the engine isn't turning look at the belt then
the starter may not be engaging in your car I believe this means that you must replace the whole
starter. You can remove and test your starter to confirm whether or not the solenoid is engaging
the starter. If you tell me which engine your car has I can give you more things to try. Show 38
more comments. L Pfaff lpfaff1. There are many reasons for your car to crank and not start. As a
first step best to see if there are any stored trouble codes that could point directly to the fault.
Some of the auto parts suppliers offer free code reading like Pepboys, Nappa, Advanced auto
parts,etc and some of the guys are very knowledgeable and may have seen the issue often and
put you on the right track. Find below some trouble shooting links that may help solve your
issue. John, fuses all good, relay good, and you are certain the pump does not come on, the
pump only runs for a few seconds to build pressure unless the engine runs. Thank you scentina
michael i do need to change filter. My Grand Am sometimes wont start. I've noticed that when it
wont start, the security light is flashing. To resolve the problem I have to leave the key in the
ignition with it in the "ON" position for 12 minutes to reset the sensor. The sensor light will stop
flashing when it is reset. Then I turn the key off and then back to start. It works every time but
the 12 minute wait is a pain in the ass. Show 8 more comments. LS Computer Systems lscs.
Computer Systems. Here are 2 links that may fix your problem. These cars have lots of issues
with the security system, maybe one of these will help. This video shows you what relay to pull
and replace then car starts, If this works for you, I would replace the relay instead of inserting
the old one back. Mike Tibbetts mikethefinisher. I found a short circuit melted wire going to a.
My problem sounds similar. Ac quit, cranks but doesnt start. Where was the melted wire? Hallie
Johnson. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Turns over but won't start. View the answer I
have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted
Undo. Score Jameslogan mine did that to. Try your battery cables or throttle body sensor. The
All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Chris Green chrisgreen
Rep: Was this answer helpful? L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Score 2. Replaced fuel pump, checked
relay,it's clicking checked fuses. Still can't get fuel pump to work. Try your fuel filter. Computer
Systems 4 3 1. Score 1. Mike Tibbetts mikethefinisher Rep: 1. Score 0. Hallie Johnson Rep: 1.
Add your answer dottieleland will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. I'm going to show you
two different methods to verify if the no start condition on your 3. One method involves using
just starting fluid and the other involves using a fuel pressure gauge. One method is a very
accurate way of diagnosing a lack of fuel condition causing a no start. The other method is not
that accurate. I've used both methods successfully and I'll describe them in a step-by-step way
in this tutorial. Be careful and take all necessary safety precautions. Use extreme care when
using starting fluid since it ignites as easily as gasoline. Accomplishing both tests indicated in
this article, without any unhappy consequences, is more than possible if you're careful and use
common sense. A bad fuel pump will make your 3. Here are some more specific symptoms:.
Although the above list is a not a very complete list of symptoms, the theme that runs thru'
them, and any other related symptom, is that the engine will crank and crank, but not start.
Owning a fuel pressure gauge is now becoming a must. All vehicles now use an electrical fuel
pump to deliver fuel under high pressure to the fuel injectors and the best way to diagnose this
fuel pump is with a fuel pressure gauge. As mentioned earlier in fuel pump test 2 , in all of the
GM 3. The price difference depends on what type of fuel pressure gauge set you buy, this
means either buying a non-professional technician grade tool or a professional technician
grade too. Whichever one you buy, it's an investment that will pay for itself many times over.
Testing the fuel pressure with a fuel pressure gauge can be very easily done on your 3. This is
due to the fact that GM has included a Schrader valve on the fuel rail to which you and I can

attach a fuel pressure gauge to. Using a fuel pressure gauge to make sure that enough fuel is
reaching the fuel injectors is the most accurate way to diagnose the fuel pump in your car or
mini-van. If you don't own a fuel pressure gauge, you can rent one from your local auto parts
store AutoZone, O'Reilly Auto Parts. Connect the fuel pressure gauge to the Schrader valve on
the fuel rail. With a shop towel, mop up any fuel that was released during the process of
connecting the fuel pressure test gauge. When ready, ask your helper to crank the engine a few
seconds while you check for fuel leaks at the Schrader valve. If a fuel leak is present, resolve it
before continuing to the next step. Ask your helper to crank the engine while you observe the
fuel pressure tester's gauge. Your fuel pressure gauge will register one of the two following
results: 1. The fuel pressure gauge will register 35 PSI. The fuel pressure gauge will register 0
PSI. Now, I usually take one more precaution, before condemning the fuel pump as bad and this
is to check that the fuel pump is getting 12 Volts as the engine is cranking. This is just to make
sure that the fuel pump relay and fuse are OK and doing their job. What you'll have to do to
accomplish this is to attach a multimeter in Volts DC mode to the wire that supplies this voltage
to the fuel pump and while a helper cranks the engine, verify that the fuel pump is getting this
power. This fuel pressure gauge result let's you know that the fuel pump is working and
delivering enough fuel to the fuel injectors. The reason your 3. The fuel pump is OK. As an
Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon
product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real
diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this
tutorial:. All Articles: 3. Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be
banned from the site! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump.
Evaporation Pressure Sensor. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Feed Pipe O-Ring. Fuel Filler Neck.
Fuel Filler Neck Bolt. Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Seal. Fuel Injection Harness Connector. Fuel
Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Level Sensor. Fuel Line Connector.
Fuel Line O-Ring. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Line Seal Ring. Fuel Lock Ring. Fuel Pump
Assembly. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Pump
and Sender Assembly. Fuel Screen. Fuel Sender Connector. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Tank. Fuel
Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Harness Connector. Fuel Tank Kit. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank
Pressure Sensor Connector. Fuel Tank Strap. Fuel Vapor Pressure Sensor Connector. Air
Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Diesel Injection.
Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. AC Delco. Spectra Premium.
US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Brock Fuel Pump Assembly. API Fuel Pump. Carter Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel
Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are made with all new materials under rigorous
quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Most applications include the
necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented high-gradient density strainers and wiring
harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives.
Airtex Fuel Pump. Autobest Fuel Pump. Spectra Premium Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump. Notes:
Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel
pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends
cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is
recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE
Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide
range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are
built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications
and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's
electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated,
tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly. Product List
Price:. Features: Acetal cover can accommodate mm tank opening to permit integrated filter in
reservoir Single stage turbine pump provides quiet, energy efficient operation Active
reservoir-fill mechanism high pressure jet pump to maintain fuel supply in reservoir Passive
reservoir fill mechanism helps fill the reservoir at low-fuel volumes High capacity filter media
helps supply clean fuel to the injection system Available serviceable in-tank fuel filter for
markets with poor qualit. Dorman Fuel Pump. Features: Matches the fit and function of the
original equipment fuel pump on specified vehicles Made of quality materials for a long service
life Offers original equipment quality at a competitive price Rigorous testing to ensure reliable
performance. AC Delco Fuel Pump. Denso Fuel Pump Assembly. Features: OE-Equivalent and
direct fit for easy installation OE connections and fittings The high output turbine delivers fuel
with minimal pressure pulsation for quieter operation Ultra-high balanced armature to minimize
noise and vibration High pressure check valve provides superior hot fuel handling
characteristics The brushes are designed for durability, efficiency, and low-resistance operation

High quality relief valve to protect the fuel delivery system. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Pontiac Grand
Am. Catalog: K. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Pontiac Grand Am. Catalog: B. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float
retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: A. Catalog: N. A
bad fuel pump has symptoms that mimic other ignition- and performance-related problems in a
motor vehicle. You must listen to your car very carefully to identify the subtle differences in
engine performance that are caused by a failing fuel pump to better assist your mechanic when
describing the problem. If not handled quickly, a failed fuel pump can lead to damaged fuel
injectors, which greatly raises the cost of repair. A damaged or failed fuel pump can cause a
Grand Am to be unable to start. The engine cranks noise of the engine attempting to turn over ,
but the vehicle is unable to send fuel to the engine to start it. This
43 liter firing order
2005 ford ranger repair manual
1950 chevy truck wiring harness
is often the case when the fuel pump has failed entirely and is unable to maintain fuel pressure
into the engine. Low fuel pressure causes a rough idle for the engine. You will experience
dipping RPMs and a shake in the engine block when the car is sitting still, which leads to engine
misfires when the vehicle is accelerating and attempting to retain speed. A Grand Am's fuel
injectors are highly sensitive to fuel pressure, so these signs could emerge very early in the fuel
pump's failure. A failing fuel pump may deliver satisfactory fuel pressure though not enough
fuel volume. As a result, you will experience loss of power when the vehicle is accelerating
heavily, is under load or cruising at highway speeds. Engine sputtering may also occur while
this is happening, and the car produces a sound that is noticeable. Jonathan Lister has been a
writer and content marketer since Fluxating Fuel Pressure A failing fuel pump may deliver
satisfactory fuel pressure though not enough fuel volume.

